
Lessons Learned
• Widely varying and divergent needs – synthesis is 

challenging and variety is crucial

• However convenience (in campus location, working 
space, proximity to food and drink, access to tools and 
community) is key for busy grads

• Determine study population and where you can find 
them in advance

• Budget – keycard access and wall construction are 
expensive; be flexible to meet varied needs and expect 
surprises 

• Awkward spaces – old buildings often have space 
constraints; you have to work with the space you have

• Plan for multiple versions of design

Grad & locker 
renewal surveys

• 2415 respondents to 
grad student survey; 
<30% used Mann  in 
previous year 

• 5 respondents to 
locker/carrel renewal 
survey

Journey mapping

• Asked grad students in 
housing complex to note 
on maps where they 
studied or worked most 
often in a day 

• Talked to 16 graduates; 
did debrief interviews 
and gave pizza

Interviews

• Asked graduate students 
at $2 beer night event to 
talk about work and 
study habits 

• Interviewed 25 
participants and gave 
each $2 

Class design project

• DEA 3590/6500: 
Problem-Seeking 
Through Programming 
in Fall 2017

• 3 teams-2 undergrad 
teams working on main 
space & grad team 
working on mezzanine

A 2016 graduate student survey showed that Mann was one of the 
most visited Cornell libraries for life and social sciences, as well as 
non-degree students. 

However, space was a concern, as students felt it lacked enough 
variety in seating and technology, particularly with the following:

• Napping furniture

• Adjustable height/more comfortable chairs

• Docking stations

• Power outlets

Potential issues were identified but had no in-depth qualitative data 
to support them:

• Grad study desks and lockers reserveable for semester 
but open to all (including undergrads who had to be 
asked to move)

• Persistently unused reserved desks and lockers

• Aesthetically uninviting 

• Student awareness of space, especially mezzanine

• Lack of auditory and visual privacy; noise and traffic 
issues

• Desks too close together and small lockers not useful

• No ADA compliant ramps in mezzanine space

Objective: Explore grad student needs in more depth, so that we 
might increase the use of graduate study spaces and provide a better 
user experience.

What did we know? How did we find out?

What did we find out?

What are our next steps?
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 Students felt that “modern sterile industrial architecture…looks bad and is not welcoming or relaxing.”
 Many interviewed weren’t aware that a graduate study space existed in the library.
 Study area preferences were for spaces close to class and/or work that allowed for both quiet and collaboration.
 They would like more standing and docking stations, napping furniture, and adjustable height chairs.
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